VEGA Workshop

Vega Small Launcher: the best workhorse answer to your LEO needs

October 13th, 2015

14.45-15.00 ASI - President welcome greetings, R. Battiston
15.00-15.15 ELV - Welcome greetings, Pierluigi Pirrelli (CEO)
15.15-15.30 ESA - Vega development and its evolutions, S. Bianchi
15.30-15.45 ASI - Strategy of European launchers evolution, Augusto Cramarossa
15.45-16.00 ELV - From Maiden Flight VV01 to Copernicus S2A VV05, Pierluigi Pirrelli
16.00-16.15 CIRA - “CIRA and the VEGA evolution program”, Mario Cosmo
16.15-16.30 Coffee break
16.30-16.45 ASI - National Project LYRA/MIRA, A. de Lillis / E. D'Aversa
16.45-17.00 AVIO - New SRM engines P-120C and Z-40, P. Bellomi
17.00-17.15 ARIANESPACE - Vega exploitation: status and market perspectives, Louis Laurent
17.15-17.30 Q/A with audience